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1 
This invention relates to toys,‘ and particularly 

to toys having periodically illuminated members. 
I have discovered that fascination for relatively 

simple toys is greatly enhanced if parts thereof 
blink or otherwise attract attention. To cite a 
very few examples, I have discovered that if the 
eyes of a teddy bear or bunny or the like are 
caused to periodically illuminate, the toys are 
much more in demand than a similar non-ani 
mated toy. > 

In further developing my invention, I have 
found that the utmost interest is directed to 
periodic illumination which will continue for very 
extended periods of time unattended. To this 
end, I have adapted certain electrical circuits for 
periodic illumination purposes, these circuits com 
prising arrangements whereby very little power 
is consumed. By my arrangements,‘ a toy-may 
operate from an ordinary dry-cell battery, for 
example, and the circuit will continue to, function g 
for very nearly the shelf life of the battery. By 
shelf life I refer to the life of a battery when 
never connectedelto an external load; ' I 7 a 

My invention is not limited to illuminating only 
the eyes of toy animals, but alsoextendsto such 
illumination of selected parts of mechanical toys. 
For example, wing-tip lights or toy airplanes may 
be caused to alternately. blink, or toy automobiles 
may be equipped with blinking lights. 

It is therefore a primary object of my inven 
tion to provide toys having periodically illumi 
nated parts. > ‘ 

It is a further object of my inventionto pro 
vide toys having members which will be periodi 
cally illuminated for extended periods of time.“ 

It is a further object of my invention to pro 
vide electrical means for causing. periodic illumi 
nation. . . . V ~ 

Further objects and the entire scope of my in 
vention will become clear from the followingde- . 
taileddescription and from the appended claim. 
A more complete understanding of my inven 

tion may be had with reference to the accom 
panying drawings, in which: ’ 
‘Figure 1 shows a toy pandaequipped with il- . 

luminated members according to my invention. 
Figure 2 shows across-sectional view of ‘Fig 

ure 1. ‘ ' 

Figure 1. . _ . 

Figure 4 shows one embodiment of a circuit 
which is a part of my invention. a _. . . 

Figures 5-7 show detailsof an alternative bulb 
mounting for use in my invention. ' ' ‘ 

With reference to Figure 1, an example of a 
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Figure 3 shows an additional crossesection of t 

2 
toy comprising my invention is shown as a stuffed 
animal ||l havingeye members l2 and I4 adapted 
to be periodically illuminated by a circuit within 
a container indicated by dash lines at IS. The 
leads l8 and 20 extend from the circuit Hi to the 
eyes l2 and M, respectively. ' 
The circuit to be included in the block l6 .will 

be described more fully hereinafter. 
Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view of the toy 

shown in Figure 1 and gives a more complete un 
derstanding of the construction involved. 
Figure 3 further shows a cross-section looking 

down upon the toy as shown in Figure 1. The toy 
I9 is made up of an outer cover 2| which will be 
of relatively heavy cloth,’ plastic, or suitable v?exi 
ble material. The actual construction of the toy 
itself is not a part of this invention, however, 
and no detailed description will be made, such 
articles being well-known on the market. The 
eye members 12 and M which I show in these 
drawings comprise an eye body 22 which com 
prise a threaded section 24. The glass envelope 
2B is mounted upon the eye body 22 extending in 
ternally of the threaded section 24. This en 
velope 26 is gas ?lled and contains spaced elec 
trodes. This construction is the conventional ar 
rangement for gaseous discharge devices, and one 
electrode will glow or illuminate when sufficient 
potential is applied across the electrodes. The 
threaded section 24 has attached at the outer 
end thereof an outer diaphragm 28. Diaphragm 
28 is made considerably larger than the opening in 
the cover 2| through which the threaded section 
24 extends. 
After the threaded section has been inserted 

through the cover 2| and before the lead I8 is 
connected to the circuit I6, an inner diaphragm 
30 and a retaining nut 32 are placed upon the 
threaded section 2t and the nut run up to clamp 
the cover 2| between the diaphragms 28 and 30. 
The eye I2 is thus ?rmly mounted on the cover 
2| but will be capable of moving with the cover 
2| generally. The toy will be normally stuffed 
with cotton or the like to permit ?exing of nearly 
all areas of the cover 2|. ' As previously men 
tioned, eye i4 is in all respects identical with 
eye l2. ’ The block or container l6 may be gen 
erally located within the major portion of the 
body of the toy, as best shown in Figure 2. 

, According to my invention, as I have previ 
ously mentioned, an important feature is that 
the eyes or other illuminated members, if the 
toy is other than a'doll or animal, are comprised 
of gaseous discharge tubes. With this typelof 
bulb, extremely low power drain is ‘experienced, 
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as contrasted with the power consumed by ?la 
ment bulbs. There are many electrical circuits 
available to cause the gaseous discharge devices 
to be periodically illuminated and I do not intend 
by this description to limit the practice of my 
invention to the particular circuits which I will 
hereinafter mention. The circuit shown in Fig 
ure 4, however, is-Qnewhichn tothebestoi my. 
knowledge, has not‘ been’v heretofore known‘ and 
which may be particularly desirable in the prac 
tice of the remainder of my invention. This is. 
a circuit which is based on relaxation oscillator 
principles but wll'ch will alternately illuminate‘ 
the discharge devices. In this circuit, one light. 
is oif while the other is on, and'vice.versa,,which. * 
makes the circuit desirable not only in toys such 
as stuffed dolls or animals, but also in mechanical 
toys such as airplanes. 
e?ect is obtained by having miniature. wing tip 
lights alternately blink, 
My circuit is comprised ‘of two gaseous dis 

charge devices‘ H2” and‘ I1 4': The d’evi‘ce- H 2:. is 
connected‘ in a series-circuit relationship with 
asource or potential?indicated generally'at HG; 
a] main resistanceRr anda second‘- resistance H 
R2. This series-circuit vis'iurther characterized 
by a,_capacitance C connected.v acrossthe resist 
ance-R2: In the circuit thus far» described, the 
potential of the-source» H6", which may‘be'd‘esig 
nated'; E, is initiallyappliedacross the‘discharge ; 
device“ H2? when'the' circuit is completed. The 
circuit is further“ characterized by having the 
other ;di."schargev device [1 41- interconnected at one 
side-Etc the-t'ubell-Z and-at'its- other side" to a 
taprin the~source~~l 16: tolp‘rovide a potential" e. 
Thearrangcment offthe tube l'llijust‘ described ’ 

is,‘ obviously the equivalent‘ of?‘ having the tube 
I ‘M ~-connected' to- the negative side‘ of- source I ‘I 6 
andQhaVing a second source of potential between 
said negative side-of source H6 and the: tube 1 
H4, where~this-= source e is vconnectediin;opposit 
tioneto source: E. 

In operation, when the- circuit‘isinitially‘con 
nested,v the full value E- will-- appear across the 

device i‘lzpandi with- E selected to beabove: the striking potential of‘ device N2; the latter will 

illuminate; The. resulting current‘ through‘ R1, 
however, brings the‘ potential across device H4 
below" the» striking potential; The result is that, 
initially; device H2 wilibe illuminated; and; “'4 I) 
will; not‘ be: illuminated. 
As the conduction through HZJcontinues, the 

potential on the-capacitance.Owill‘cbviously in 
crease-and in due- time, depending upon- the total 
resistance of the circuit, will cause sufficient de 
crease in currentthrough R1- to ca‘usedevice H4 ‘ 
to illuminate, notwithstanding: the ‘potential dif 
ference E—e. When. I'M‘glowahowe'ver, thein 
creasedcurrent through R1 brings‘ the voltage 
across device H2‘below its extinction potential. 
When device I 12 goes out, the voltage on capaci 
tance C is slowly discharged through R2 until 
it'falls-to a point‘ where potential appears across 
device H2 su?icient to restrike the latter. When 
l'l2trestrikes, the added'current ?owing through 
resistance R1 then brings the potential across 
device 1M‘ below the extinction value, and H4 
goes out‘ and the cycle is-repeated. 

It will be further apparent that device H4 
couldl ice-directly connected to —E if its striking ‘ 
and cut-o?, potentials were su?iciently different 
irom._device H2. 
Itwill ‘be obvious to‘ those skilled in the art 

that; many combinations. of circuit parameters 
w'illbe' usable, to renderthe circuit, of' Figure 4 

In the» latter; a.-. realistic" 
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operable. For example, with E at 135 volts and 
e at 95 volts, and with devices H2 and H4 of 
1A; to 1/2 watt capacity, R1 may be 1.2 megohms, 
Hz 1.5 megohms, and C 0.25 mfd. Alternatively, 
R1 may be 0.33 megohm, R2 0.47 megohm, and 
capacitance C again, 0.25 mid. It will be under 
stood that these representative values are given 
for, purposesoi example. onlyhand are. not in 
tended to; limit the invention. 

In Figures 5 to 7, I show an alternate method 
of‘ mounting gaseous discharge devices as parts 
of a toy. In particular, this arrangement is 
adaptable to the stuffed animal, as shown in 
Figures 1. to 3. In this modi?cation, the gaseous 
discharge device, 212' assumes a shape which is 
quite inexpensive in manufacture, but does not 
particularly simulate an eye. A sheath 2M is 
provided;v however, to enclose a portion of the 
device: 2l2 and leads extending therefrom in 
wardly'of the cover 2|. Lead 2 l 8 extends through 
a,constricted aperture 219 in the sheath 2M and 
solder joints: Hit-connecting lead 218' with- the 
bulb leads 2-22- act;as1 means to prevent with 
drawal, of the-deviceH-Z through the'endz' 2481013 
sheath 214'; An insulating, tube/2241mm! be=em 
ployed - to maintain the leads 22-21 electrically 
separated: To‘ closely‘ simulate an eye, the de 
vice 2-12 is'then surrounded/by a smoothly con 
toured transparent cover 22-6~ which‘. is‘ inserted 
into the open-‘end 221 of» the~sheathIIZHL The 
sheath 2M _may preferably be made off-flexible 
rubber ' and the cover-1 26*- maintained ‘in, position 
Within the sheath 214~by¥ means of friction. The 
connection-may be further establishedIby-extrud-1 
ing~ ridges (not shown?‘ on the’ outer surfaceof 
cover 22?¢vvliich~would1emhedf in the sheath 2441 
The- assembled eyel may. be- mounted: on; the 

cover 2| of the-toy'l?', or maybe mounted‘inlany 
panel member of a mechanical toy by. means of 
arroutere?exible lip Z28and'an inner ?exible lip 
2-30;v It willibevobvious that with these lipsmade 
flexible, andwith some tolerance between the 
aperture in‘ the cover’ 2i and the diameter’ of 
the sheath 2M‘, the=assembly may, be pushed-into 
positionruntil the lips resume the position shown 
in the‘ drawings. 
With respect to suitable electricalr circuits for 

incorporation into toys, it will-beappreciated-‘that 
various power: sources’ will be‘usable; Preferred 
circuits, howeverywill probably involve- power 
sources contained within the toy itself. Such 
powersource-may be-in‘ the- form of - a so-called 
“B” battery wherein suitably high potentials may 
be-directly‘derived for operation of gaseous dis 
charge devices, or,-, alternatively, low voltage “A” 
batteries maybe employed" with vibratory power 
packs; 

Thev foregoing description of‘ my invention‘ has 
been made only for purposes of illustration. Itv is 
expected that many; other embodiments of’ my 
invention will occur to others, andthereforeI dc; 
sire‘that'the scope of the invention be determined 
from the appended claim. I 7 v 

I claim: 
Ina circuit for alternately illuminating, two 

gaseous discharg? devices-,_?rst‘ and second dis 
charge devices each having, ?rst-and second 
terminals, the ?rst terminals of each discharge 
device. being, connectedtogether at a common 
point, a ?rst resistance connected at one. Side to 
said commonpoint andatitsother side. to, the 
positive terminal of a,,source_ of ' potential, the 
second terminal of‘ thgsecon'd discharge device 
being connectedfto a mid tap on the source of 
potential, the second‘ terminal of the ?rstldis‘é 



5 
charge device being connected through av second 
resistance to the negative terminal of the poten 
tial source, and a capacitance connected in shunt 
across said second resistance. 
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